National Industry Partners

Washington Technology Industry Association

Information & Communications Technology (ICT)

Washington Technology Industry Association (WTIA) Workforce Institute (the Institute) will partner with technology leaders, including but not limited to, Microsoft, Accenture, and the Technology Councils of North America (TECNA) to create a National ICT Apprenticeship Council (NICTAC) comprised of a representative from each of 10-12 segmented industry groups (SIGs) of hiring partners. The council will allow for more diverse input and foster engagement across sectors of information and communication technology. The project will focus on high skill occupations that pay in excess of $42,000 during the apprenticeship, and result in earnings potential of at least $60,000 and provide underserved populations access to highly lucrative careers within the ICT industry. Additional partners include: Milepost Consulting; Hello Monster; Barokas Public Relations; Learn on Demand Systems; Evanta; the Society for Human Resource Management; and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers’ (IEEE) Computer Society.